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Abstract 
A Comparison of Three Robot Programming Languages 
VAL, VAL-II, and AL 
by 
Lois Lipofsky Sbar 
The qualities we are searching for in a robot programming language are 
set forth. The three robot languages discussed here are VAL, VAL-II, and AL. 
The languages are compared as to features of ordinary pr.ogramming languages: 
data structures, variables, modularity, extensibility, etc.. They are, also, looked 
a.t with respect to how they integrate robotic features into the language. 
Robots must interact with their environment and, therefore, we want to have 
communication with other devices available in the robot language. This may be 
implemented in simple ways with SIGNAL and WAIT commands, as in VAL 
and AL., or, with the sophisticated Supervisory System of VAL-II. Other 
important aspects of robotic languages are how they handle motion and how 
they debug the language. VAL and VAL-II provide single step motion. VAL-II 
also can follow the path of the tool tip with EXTERNAL ALTER. AL uses 
its interactive debugger, POINTY. Examples are presented for each of the 
robotic programming languages, which themselves indicate their various levels of 
· programming capabilities. 
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Introduction 
There are many characteristics to be sought in an ideal robotic language. 
We must look to the future, as the automated work environment enhances itself 
by the use of th.ese new tools, i.e., robots. Robotic languages must ease this 
transition for the factory worker as well as for the more scientific and reasearch 
oriented user. Sophistication must be av aiJabJe for the high techn·ology uses· we 
see at present as well as for future unforseen technology. But, a level must ·be 
found. at which familiarity with a progra.mming language can be made easily 
and quickly for the technician assigned to a robot which has entered a newly 
automated factory, a language that can be introduced to the previous non-
computer worker with clarity and ease, in a reasona-ble time frame. Th'is helps 
to demonstrate to the worker not only the usefulness of the robot in the work 
environment but, most importantly, eases the robot's acceptance to t.he workers 
using them. 
An ideal robotic pro·grammming language might contain the following 
featu.res: 
• Well-Written Subroutine Libraries: 
A b-uilt-ih Palleti~ing Subroutine (perhaps sev.eral different types) in 
which only certain parameters need be given by the programmer. 
For example, a starting position, size of pallet, dimensions of 
distances between holes in both the horizontal and vertical directions, 
description of object to be loaded onto pallet. Other subroutines 
might be available for co_mmon factory operations, such as arc-
welding, spray painting, etc .. 
• A State-of-the-Art Sensory System: 
A sensor that can find a given object over and over again, after 
being given or taught its descrip_tion. Vision and tactile sensory 
systems are increasingly common as part of even less sophisticated 
machines. We would like the capability of incorporating the artificial 
intelligence necessary to locate an object, even when viewed from 
different perspectives. It is essential to have the features available 
2 
which will allow the 
sensory equipment. 
• A Thinking Robot: 
• 
maximum interaction and benefit from the 
A robot which has the ability to make correct decisions, as well as 
to communicate with the user in order to keep the user informed by 
"voice", electronic signal, etc.. For example, it would be necessary 
to ·be informed if the robot tool is defective, and have the robot get 
a new tool. We hope the robot itself can make some decisions such 
as these and correct the work environment. 
• Self-Monitor and Error Messages: 
The language should contain enough error detection devices and 
signals to help the user correct the program or the workspace setup. 
Let the user know when the too] needs replacement from wear to 
in~ure a product of even quality. This is advantageous to the 
company that is interested in quality control for products of high 
precision which have to be made for certain customers. lt is likely 
that no extra testin·g or special processing for the rigid quality 
assurance will be needed and· in reality all of its customers will 
receive a superior quality product. 
Since th.e advantages to using robots ·should ensure, or at least, increase to 
a significant level, the quality, superiority·, and cost effectiveness of the product 
or use, we want our ideal language, incorporating many of the above traits, to 
be able not only to produce a better product, but to give us a far better 
method by which that product is produced. 
We will take a look at some of th~ current robotic programming languages 
and examine their capabilities, advantages, and disadvantages. Also, we will 
show a simple palletizing routine in each of the languages in order to get a 
basic idea of how they look (programming-wise). The robot programming 
languages I will use for these comparisons are VAL, VAL-II, and AL. Val and· . ' 
Y AL-I] were created for Unimation, Inc. to be used with its PUMA robots. AL 
was created at the Stanford University Artificia] Intelligence Laboratory, .and is 
not available commercially. 
3 
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Chapter 1 
VAL 
4 
.. 
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1.1 INTRODlJCTION 
In general, VAL is a less sophisticated BASIC-type language compared to 
the higher level, PASCAL-like features of AL. It is not certain that our ideal 
robot language should try to be a universal language for robots. As we have 
witnessed in the general computer industry, this phenomenon has not occurred. 
(Although, we have several broadly used languages such as PASCAL, COBOL, 
FORTRAN and BASIC). Wh.en a new robot comes on the market it usually is 
accompanied by its individual programming language. And of course, different 
robots have different configurations ( cartesian, cylindrical, spherical, jointed-arm, 
see figure 1-1) and are usually used for different tasks. 
jointed-arm robot.) 
(The PUMA is a 
So, the type of features needed for the primary uses of one robot may not 
be suitable to the robot tasks for which another robot was inte.nded. 
On the positive side, VAL is similar to BASIC in its style, and uses 
mostly one-word commands. It is easy to learn, although it might be somewhat 
more confusing to. read· through if the program was long and contained many 
"GOTOS". VAL uses an interpreter, which is advantageous when programming 
for a robot. With an interpreter we can correct errors line by line as the 
program is written. VAL does contain some modularity with the use of sub-
programs and the use of the return command. Distances in VAL are measured 
in millimeters(mm). The smallest increment allowed is 0.01mm. Angles are 
given in degrees, with increments of 0.01 degrees permitted. VAL consists of 
monitor commands, editor commands, programming instructions and locations 
which are defined by position and orientation. Diagnostic testing of the robot 
can be made with diskette programs from Unimation. Error messages are given 
5 
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Figure 1-1: Four Robot Configurations1 
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and the manual is easy to read. 
On the other hand, many desirable features are lacking (perhaps this is 
why new versions keep appearing). For this version, VAL has very limited data 
structures, variable identifiers can only bold integer values and all variables are 
global in nature! 
1.2 PROGRAMS 
To create a program in VAL you actually need to create two separate 
programs. One part of the program is t-he list of instructions to be followed 
and wil1 have a program name with extension .PC, for example, MYPROG.PC. 
The other part of the VAL program contains a list of the locations referenced. 
by the instructions of MYPROG.PC and has an extension ._LC ( for location 
data), e.g. MYPROG.LC. This. second part of the program, the locations, are 
taught to VAL using the teach pendant. Each time you wish to store a point, 
the record button is pressed. Using the "HERE" command you then type 
"HERE POINT" (POINT being used here as your point variable name). 
1.3 VARIABLES-such as they are 
1. LOCATION VARIABLES 
a. VAL has three types of location variables: 
i. PRECISION POINTS: 
These locations are the most precise and are defined in 
terms of the positions of the individual robot joints. They 
can not be changed during program execution. Also, the 
values of precision points are. robot dependent. If the 
robot is relocated, or if the program is transferred to 
another robot, the locations will have to be retaught. A 
robot with six degrees of freedom will have a precision 
point given by a six-tuple coordinate. For example: 
.. 
(101.06, 88.Q6, 43.lQ, 23.00, 61.86, 20~62) 
ii. TRANSf"'ORMATIONS: 
These locations refer to the postion and orientation of the 
robot tool relative to the base of the robot. They have 
six coordinates - for the six degrees of freed om of the 
robot - X, Y, Z, 0, A, T. X-Y-Z give the point position 
in cartesian coordinates and 0-A-T refers to the yaw, 
pitch, and roll of the end effector. See figures 1-2, 1-3, 
and 1-4. These components can all be easily altered. 
iii. COMPOUND TRANSFORMATIONS: 
These locations are written as strings of transformations 
separated by colons. The transf orm.ations are ref erred to 
as relative transformations because their locations are 
defined relative to the preceding transformation location 
(or reference frame) in the list. For example, if we define 
a transformation giving the location of a board, and then 
define the location of a hole in the board relative to the 
board - instead of just defining the location of the h·ole 
relative to the robot base ~ it would. be written as follows: 
BOARD:HOLE, i.e., the hole uses the board for its 
reference frame, instead of using the robot base as its 
reference frame~ 
b. As in many languages, names for variables consist of any 
combination of alpha-numeric characters, but must begin with a 
letter, and periods are an additional allowable character. 
Precision points ·must begin with the symbol #. Both precision 
points and transformations are determined by position and 
orientation, so they must have as many components as there 
are degrees of freedom for the robot. 
c. The following commands are used to define locations: 
i. HERE "LOCATION VARIABLE" 
As explained previously, using the teach pendant you 
manually move the robot to the desired location and then 
type at the terminal "HERE pointname". 
ii. 'TEACH "LOCATION VARIABLE" 
TEACH uses the teach pendant to record a series of 
points. Each time the record button on the pendant is 
pressed the point location is saved in the location variable 
name with a postfixed number added to the end of the 
name . For example, say you wanted to store four points 
and the variable name is PART. They would 
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autorr1atically be given the names P ARTJ, P ART2, 
P ART3, P ART4. 
iii. THE T AND TS CO:MMAN.DS 
These commands are used in edit mode to insert points 
into the pro·gram ir1structions. They each are followed by 
a location variable name and result in MOYET (or 
MOVETS) instructions being inserted into the program. 
For example: T PART followed by recording four locations 
would insert into the program th.e following: 
MOYET PARTl 
MOYET PART2 
MOYET PART3 
MOYET -PART4 
The difference between the commands is that the T 
command uses joint-interpolated motion, whereas the TS 
command used straight line motion. T and TS create 
motion instructions in the program itself, -whereas the 
teach -command only defines locations. 
d. The following commands work with location variables: 
i. The SET command 
Assigns one location to be the value of another location. 
e.g. SET PART PLACE, gives PART the same 
coordinates as PLACE has. 
ii. The SHIFT instruction 
Adjusts the locations of transformations, allowing changes 
to be made in the X, Y, and Z directions of the Cartesian 
coordinates. 
e.g. SHIFT PICK BY 100,-50,10. This will shift PICK 
100mm in the +X direction, 50mm in the -Y direction 
and 10mm in the +z direction. 
2. INTEGER VARIABLES 
a. Integer 
32,767. 
records. 
variables can have values ranging from -32, 768 to 
VAL has no structured variables such as arrays or 
Real variables, as well as other types of variables, are 
9 
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nonexistent in VAL. Real numbers can be used to change the 
position of location values in the SHIFT instruction above. 
b. There are two commands that work exclusively with integer 
variables: 
i. The TYPEI "INT VAR" . command 
Displays the current value of the integer variable. 
ii. The SETI command 
This is really an assignment statement: SETI INT VAR = 
INT VAR EXPRESSION. The alJowabJe operations for 
integer variable expressions are +(addition), -(subtraction), 
*(multiplication), /(integer division), and %(modulus). 
iii. ·The IF /THEN statement also works with integer variables 
and will be discussed later. 
CONTROLLER 
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Figure 1-2: Robot with Six Degrees of Freedom2 
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1.4 TRANSFOR,MATIONS AND FRAMES 
' 
The concept of transformations is somewhat different than what is usua
lly 
thought of as an operation to change the location of a point (or v.ector, or 
coordinate system origin). As stated previously·, in VAL, a transformation refers 
to a location which is given by values for the X-Y-Z cartesian coordinate
 
system of the robot, as well as the 0-A-T values of the orientation of the robo
t 
ha,nd. The 0, A, T values refer to the roll, pitch and yaw of the robot 
hand, 
(see figure 1-2 ). So, we think of transformations in VAL often as points or, 
as a six-tuple vector which points to that location. On the oth
er hand, 
transf orn1ations are used to in9icate the change in position and orientati
on from 
one coordinate system to another. We may picture this as the vector b
eginning 
at the origin of the original coordinate system and ending at .the origi
n of the 
new coordinate system ( see figure 1-5 ) . 
Another word which presents some confusion is the frame. In VAL, 
frames are declared by an assignment statement with three paramet
ers and 
define a new coordinate system. This new. coordinate system can ·be u
sed as a 
se<::ondary reference frame, with respect to the robot base. The frame is
 defined 
as follows: 
FRAME (trans£ ormation) = (trans2), (trans3.), (trans4) 
Assigns a value to (transformation> which describes the 
relationship 0£ a seco:ndary reference f·rame to that of 
the robot. It is assumed that the secondary refere
nce 
frame has 
(1) its origin at the point defined by <trans2), 
(2) its positive X-axis passing through the point 
defined by (trans3), and 
(3) its X-Y plane contain the point defined by (trans4) 
This instruction is usually used to define a. "basel' 
transformation for re·lative locations .. 
6 
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( See figure 1-6 which shows a transf orrnation to a new coordinate system 
relative to the robot base.) 
Note that we can see by this definition how the concept of transformation 
has been used in two different ways! 
Let's give an example which will illustrate the above definition. Suppose 
we were progra.mming a palletizing routine, and define the pallet as a frame. It 
is advantageous to create this new frame of reference - namely the pallet - from 
which to establish significant. locations. Now, instead of the points using the 
base of the robot as their p.oint of reference, they view the ·pallet as their new 
"base". We manually teach the robot several key points which will be used to 
describe the pallet. Our origin is the corner of the pallet, X is the point used 
for direction of the x-axis of the pallet, and Y is the point on the x-y plane 
(near the y-axis). We declare the following: 
FRAME p:ALLET - ORIGlN,X,Y 
Now we introduce compound transformations to make use of the frame. Using 
the HERE command we write 
Here P ALLET:CORNER 
and 
SET START == P ALLET:CORNER. 
Thus, the compound transformation P ALLET:CORNER locates CORNER with 
respect to the location of the frame PALLET. 
The advantage to using frames and compound transformations is that it 
makes the program more portable. Only the reference frame need be (edefined 
(i.e., the transformation farthest to the left in the compound transformation), if 
the robot is rnoved to a new robot base location, or, if the PALLET itself has 
been moved. All points which are ref ere need to the pallet do not need to be 
adjusted ( since compound transformations are relative transformations which 
13 
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reference the points relative to the pallet, instead of the robot base.) 
It is not necessary to constantly write · the long strings of the .compound 
transformations if you use the SET command as follows: 
SET pal.c =- PALLET:CORNER 
One of the disadvantages to the use of compound transformations is that 
if the transformation is long, errors in position accuracy accu_mulate. (For 
example DESK: BLOTTER:CENTER:CORNER). 
1.5 DATA STRUCTURES AND CONTROL 
I VAL has a limited number of ( data structures. 
'· 
1. VAL programs are written as a sequence of instructions, but with 
little available in the way of structure. VAL makes liberal use of 
GOTO instructions. It has no repetitiv·e structure such as a 
REPEAT ... UNTIL, WHIL.E ... o:o, or FOR ... LOOP as dbes PASCAL. 
VAL contains a limiting form of "IF" statement as follows: 
IF <INTEGER.VARIABLE> (RELATIONSHIP) <INT.VAR> THEN 
<LABEL>. 
LABEL is used here as a branching move, just like a GOTO. The 
relational operators allowed are GT(greater than), LT(less than), 
EQ(equal), NE(not equal), GE{greater than or equal to), and LE(less 
than or equal to). Note that ex'.pressions, even simple .ones such as 
N-1, are not permitted. Also, real values can not be compared. 
The·se conditions severely limit the programming capabilities of VAL 
and add to its inflexibility. 
2. VAL can make use of subroutines with its GOSUB command. The 
current program is suspended upon execution of the GOSUB 
instruction and is reinstated when the RETURN command is issued 
from the subroutine called. Subroutines can be nested in this way 
for up to ten levels at a time. The RETURN instruction can be 
given an integer N which will return to the calling program, not 
from where it was called, :but at the instruction N + 1 steps below the 
subroutin,e call. 
3. Other instructions for program control in VAL are STOP, PA USE, 
and HALT which can all be used with a message of choice displayed 
on the terminal at the time the program is stopped. PA USE allows 
15 
execution of the program to resume from where it was suspended hy 
typing PR.OCEED. 
4. The remaining program control instructions deal with the monitoring 
of signa]s on the various "CHANNELS". The IFS](; instruction tests 
for the values (high is ir1dicated by a positive value, and low by a 
negative value) of given channels. If the values are as stated after 
the JFSIG then the program branches to the stated LABEL. The 
syntax is· as follows: 
IFSIG <CHANNEL>,[<CHANNEL>),[<CHANNEL>],[<CHANNEL>] 
THEN <LABEL> 
e.g. lFSIG 1, 2, -4, TH EN 10--~If the signals on line·s I and 2 are 
high and the signal on line 4 is Iowlihen proceed to the statement 
labeled "] O". The comma after the -4 -is necessary in order t.o 
conform to the syntax of "IFSIG''. 
5. ()thcr cornrr1ands dealing with signal lines are REA(}'I:, R.EACTJ, 
IGNOR~:, WAIT, and SIGNAL. The SIGNAL command turns the 
channels following it on or off, d~pending on whether they are given 
as positive or negative numbers, respectively. 
R.EACT and REACTI have the same synt.ax: 
REACT(!) <CHANNEL>,( <PROGRAM>) [ALWAYS) REAC1"(I) 
monitors the given channel number to see· when the external signal 
becomes high. At that time, the REACT command will con1p)ete 
the current instruction and then follow it with the equivalent of a 
"GOSUB(PROGRAM)" command. The REACTI will irr1rnediately 
suspend execution of the command in which the signal occurred. It 
will go to the subroutine "PROGRAM" and, if a RETURN O is 
encountered there, it will return to the instruction that was 
interrupted and re-execute it ( to avoid re-execution of the interrupted 
step a RETURN 1 must occur in the prograrr1 called). 
The other difference in the two commands happens when no program 
is specified. In the case of a REACT comrr1and, the program step 
which follows the one in wl1ich the signal was detected ·is skipped 
and execution continues at the next step. In the case of a REACTI 
command, the step in which the signal occurred is aborted and 
execution continues at the -following step. 
16 
1.6 (;ONClJRRENCY 
... 
1"he following VAL commands could be used to .implement sorne form of 
concurrent programming: 
SIGNAL<CHANNEL>,(<CHANNEL>, ... ,<CHANNEL>) 
WAIT <CHANNEL> 
REACT AND REACT! (as above) 
IFSIG (as above) 
Basically, a concurrent programming .task could he done with the signal 
and wait instructions, using the channel as a semaphore, and counters can be 
used to state how niany signals have been sent or received. 1'hese commands 
can also be useful in monitoring signals from external devices and sensory 
feedback (although at present vision and force sensing are not implernented on 
the PlJMA in the robot center in a direct wa,y ). 
1. 7 SlTBR.OlJTINES, MODULARITY, AND PARAMETER 
PASSING 
As noted already, VAL can use any program on the ·disk as a subroutine. 
VAL calls the "SUBROUTINE" using the (JOSUR ''programnarrie" command, or 
the subroutine is called from the R,EAC1' or R.EACTI commands. Subroutines 
can be nested up to ten levels in VAL. In order 'to give any program the 
flexibility to be used as a subroutine, you simply termin-ate it with a RETURN 
instruction. 
So, VAL has some degree of modularity and some limited structured 
programming (basically, the simple statement and the .IF-THEN statement). 
. . .,--
/ 
Even the If., statement cannot be nested, and compound statements do not exist 
( outside of considering prograrns and subprograrr1s as compound statements). 
Other than subroutines, which are global in VAL, there are not any modules 
which can be written as separate entities within a program--i.e., nested 
17 
procedures--which would also aid in the readability of the program as well ~s 
eliminate the excessive use of "GOTO" as a branching technique. The other 
detriment is the unavailability of parameter passing and the lack of local 
variables. All of these features contribute to making VAL lack extensibility. In 
addition, the code itself would have to be reprogrammed as it resides on 
PROMS. 
1.8 OPERATORS 
VAL contains the following operators: 
I. RELATIONAL 
GT-greater than, LT-less than, LE-less than or equal to., GE-greater/ 
than or equal to, EQ-equal to, NE-not equal to. ·These are for use 
in the "IF--THEN" instruction. 
2. ARITHMETIC 
ADDITION---------------------'+' 
SUBTRACTION------------------' - '· 
MULTIPLICATION---------------'*' 
INTEGER DIVISION-------------'/' 
MODULUS-------------:--'--------'%' 
The ARITHMETIC OPERA TORS are used in the ·SETI command. 
3. There are no LOGICAL OPERATORS (other than the commas used 
in IFSIG, which behave like AND). 
1.9 PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE IN VAL 
The following is an example of a palletizing program written in VAL. 
Palletizing. involves taking objects from a location, such as picking the objects 
up from a conveyor belt, taking them from a fixed pick-up point, or perhaps 
taking them fro.m a tray, i.e., a pallet, cqntaining several of the objects, then 
placing the objects on a pallet ( a tray of various configurations). 
typical assembly line task where a robot would be desirable. 
18 
This . IS a 
. 1 
This program involves taking parts from a pallet containing two columns 
and six rows. The dimensions of the paHet are 50mm between the columns and 
32mm between rows. The twelve parts from the first pallet are placed, one by 
one, onto a second pallet in some other location. The second pallet contains 
three columns and four rows. Its dimensions are 40mm between columns and 
35mm between rows. 
19 
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PROGRAM PALLET 
REMARK-- The following program in
volves taking parts 
REMARK-- from a 2x6 pallet and pl
acing them in a 4x3 
REMARK-- pallet. 
REMARK-- We first take care of th
e robot configuration. 
SPEED 20 
RIGHTY 
ABOVE 
NOFLIP 
REMARK-- Open hand. 
OPENI 
REMARK-- Move to a safe ·starting 
position. 
MOVE safe 
REMARK-- Use counter for no. of 
parts processed-. 
SETI count= 0 
SETI full -:-. 12 
REMARK-- Parts are taken from pa
llet 'A' to pallet 'B'. 
SETI colA - 1 -
SETI colB - 1 -
SETI maxcolA 2 
SETI maxcolB - 3 
REMARK-- Hold onto starting_ posi
tions for 'A' and 'B'. 
SETI startA - pick 
SETI startB = place 
10 SETI count= count+ 1 
GOSUB pickuppart 
GOSUB placepart 
REMARK-- Subroutine placepart che
cks if pallet is full 
REMARK-- and if it is the program
 skips the GOTO 10 
REMARK-- statement and continues 
one line later, 
REMARK-- where pick and place are
 given their original 
REMARK-- starting locations. 
GOTO 10 
SET pick= startA 
SET place= startB 
RETURN 0 
REMARK-- We return to place palle
t routine called from 
REMARK-- to process more pallets 
or go on with the calling 
REMARK-- program. In fact, this 
return call allows our 
REMARK-- palletizing program to b
e a subroutine which may 
REMARK-- be called by any other V
AL program on the 
REMARK-- diskette. 
REMARK-- Note that the position o
f the part when it is 
REMARK-- at successive PLACE loca
tions is guaranteed to 
REMARK-- be in the correct positio
n to be placed, since 
REMARK-- the original PLACE posit
ion was determined 
REMARK-- manually. Even though t
he fingers may rotate the 
REMARK-- part in transit, the pa
rt is correctly oriented 
REMARK-- before entering its pallet p
osition. 
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PROGRAM PICKUPART 
REMARK-- Subroutine pickupart 
REMARK-- When A.chang is set to 1, this indicates 
REMARK-- that a change is being made to the PICK location 
REMARK-- on pallet A, as opposed to the PLACE location 
REMARK-- on pallet B. 
SETI A.chang 1 
APPRO pick, 60 
REMARK-- We pick up the part at th·e location 
REMARK-- previously defined as PICK. 
15 
MOVES pick 
CLOSE! 
DEPARTS 90 
IF count EQ full THEN 16 
GOSUB adjust.location 
RETURN O 
PROGRAM PLACEPART 
REMARK--Subroutine placepart 
REMARK-- Setting A.chang to O indicates a 
REMARK-- change will be made to PLACE locatipn 
REMARK-- as opposed to PICK location. 
SETI A.chang = 0 
APPRO place ,so 
MOVES place 
REMARK-- Open the hand to place the part in pallet,. 
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OPENI 
DEPARTS 60 
MOVE safe 
IF count EQ full THEN 25 
GOSUB adjust.location 
RETURN O 
RETURN 1 
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PROGRAM ADJUST.LOCATION 
9 
REMARK-- Adjust.location tests i:f the change o:f location 
REMARK-- is to be made to pallet 'A' or 'B', then 
REMARK-- it makes the proper column and row changes 
REMARK-- to PICK or to PLACE. 
IF A.chang EQ o THEN 60 
REMARK-- CHANGE MADE TO PICK LOCATION 
IF colA EQ maxcolA THEN 100 
SETI colA = colA + 1 
SHIFT pick BY 60,, 
RETURN O 
REMARK-- We are in the last column and must therefore 
REMARK-- change rows and. set column counter back to 1. 
100 SETI colA = 1 
SHIFT pick BY -60,-32,0 
RETURN O 
REMARK-- CHANGE MADE TO PLACE LOCATION 
50 IF colB EQ maxcolB THEN 300 
SETI colB = colB + 1 
SHIFT place BY -40,0,0 
RETURN O 
300 SETI colB - 1 
SHIFT place BY 80,-36,0 
RETURN 0 
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It is also possible using VAL to write the above palletizing routine making 
use of compound transformations and frames in the following way: declare the 
pallets to be frames(of reference) by the fra-me command.. This allows the 
programn1er to describe the frame, here the pallets, in terms of an origin, X-
directed limit point, and a point on the X- Y plane. Using the starting location 
as the origin, we could describe the frame in the following way: 
FRAME PALLETA - PICK,X,Y 
where PICK, X and. Y were previously defined using the teach pendant and the 
HERE comma.nd 
HERE PICK 
HERE X 
HERE Y 
to give the locations of PICK, X AND Y. Now we can give the starting 
position using the SET command and the compound tr,tnsformation: 
SET START == PALLETA:PICK. 
PICK has its location referenced to th.e pallet, not to the robot base. If the 
robot base is moved or changed, the only location that need be retaught is the 
P ALLETA location. The rest of the program remains as written. Without 
compound transformations all points would have to be retaught, thus reducing 
the portability of the pro·gram. 
If, instead of a rectangular pallet with integer incremental spacing bet.ween 
rows and columns, w.e had used a circular pallet, it would not be possible by 
mathematical statements to change the location of the start position as it 
transverses the cir.cular pallet. Say, you wanted to go in a counterclockwise 
direction with holes spaced at 30° intervals. The programmer would have to 
teach the locations using the teach rnode on the teach pendant and type on the 
terminal the command "T POINTl". As you move from point to point and 
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press the record button on the pendant, VAL stores the locations by inserting 
MOYET instructions into your program, like this: 
MOVET POINTl 
MOVET P0INT2 
• 
• 
• 
MOVET POINT12 
This is a very tedious and inconvenient way to program! 
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Chapter 2 
VAL-II 
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2.1 INTRODlJCTION 
We will now look at one of the latest versions of VAL, called VAL-II. 
From the above description of VAL, you can see it is a simple BASIC-sty le 
Janguage with very limiting :qualities in technical and mathematical programming 
of the robot, as well as a sho'rtsightedness as to basic needs in robotic 
programming - such as network interfacing and concurrency - compared to what 
is available today with other higher level languages such as AL,. AML, 
Autopass, etc.. Obvio·usly, Unimation also saw the need to _enhance VAL to 
meet these needs .and re:r:nain competitive. o, VAL-II was d.eveloped. It could 
almost be seen as a new lang.uage as opposed to just an extension of VAL, 
since it has made a giant leap in really viewing the robot as part of an 
integrated network. VAL-II contains a library of useful routines which aid in 
programming. Tasks such as palletizing may be created from about three of 
the library routines. It relates to VAL in using the same commands for the 
most part, but it has added so exten.sively to VAL that it actually looks like a 
n~w entity. 
The first thing that is annoying about V AL's simplicity :is the lack of 
mathematical capability. For someone like myself, who has programmed mainly 
in PASCAL, the inability to perform simple arithmetic with real variables is 
extremely confining. Recall the problem stated above which concerned trying to 
program the robot to fill in twelves holes along the circumference of a circular 
pallet - which could only be achieved by teaching the robot manually each of 
the twelve locations. These problems have been alleviated in VAL-II. 
Let's be m·ore specific and describe some of the changes ·and innovations 
VAL-II has brought to VAL. 
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2.2 VARIABLES AND EXPRESSIONS 
1. The great need for a variety of variable types has been met in VAL-
11. Whereas VAL allowed only integer-valued variables, VAL-II now 
has integer, real, ASCII, and logical (boolean) variables. Also, arrays 
are now possible as well as scalars. 
Logical values are represented by 0.0 as "false", and -1.0 as "true". 
In evaluating expressions, any non-zero value is interpreted as "true". 
ASCII values are achieved by prefixing the desired character with as 
apostrophe, " ' ", the resulting value being that of its numerical 
representation in the ASCII character set. 
Another new feature, particularly applicable to robot programming, is 
the introduction of a "belt" variable. This is used to track the 
location of the desired part on the conveyor belt. 
Variables are defined. by using an assignment statement, which uses 
the· assignment operator ,~ __ ,, This eliminates the SETI command 
used in VAL. 
Variables are not declared. 
2. Numeric ex_pressions can be used, instead of a numeriC value, 
anywhere a value might be used. (All such expressions are evaluated 
as reals, but are interpreted according to the context in which they 
are used. F_or example, if the expression is used as an index value 
for an array - where only integer values are permitted - the 
expression will be rounded to the nearest whole number and 
interpreted as an integer value). This also applies to parameter 
passing ( another added feature). 
3. Locations also use variable n·ames, but are distinguished by VAL-II 
according to usage. So, you could use the same variable name as a 
value and as a location., but it would not b.e good programming 
practice to do so. 
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2.3 OPERATORS 
VAL-II has the mathematical operat.ors of VAL and the same relational 
operators - but VAL-]] uses the common mathematical symbols, instead of the 
EQ, GE etc. of VAL, that are used in most computer languages, i.e., < > for 
n·ot equal, ==- for equal etc.. VAL-II has added the three logical operators 
AND, NOT, and OR. In addition, VAL-II has added binary operators for bit 
operations (BAND, BOR, and COM for the binary complement). 
Logical expressions may be long and ordered by parenthesis to override the 
standard order. VAL-II fully evaluates all such expressions - which res\).lt in a 
value of "true'' 
' 
. 
1.e.' non-zero value, or ~'false" 
though the result may be decided early on. 
if the value is zero - even 
2.4 SUBROUTINES AND P AR,AMETER PASSING 
Subroutine calls in VAL-II use the CALL command which has replaced 
GOSUB of VAL. Subroutines may be passed parameters, and it is possible to 
declare variables to be local, i.e., only known to that subroutine. Previously, in 
VAL all variables from all prog-rams on the disk were considered global 
variables. These features help make VAL-II a more extensible language and 
th.ey will be demonstrated in the .programming example below. 
2.5 DATA STRUCTURES 
VAL-II has incorporated most of the data structures of higher level 
lang.uages, such as PAS CAL. These include the following: 
CASE ... OF ... VALUE ... END 
(you may have one ANY statement as the last 
statement for all other values before END) 
· DO ••. UNTIL 
(the DO statement is processed at least once) 
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FOR ... TO ... {STEP ... }END 
WHILE ... DO ... END 
(may never be executed since condition at 
beginning of statement) 
IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE . . . END 
(This IF statement provides a means of executing 
a group of instructions - those following the 
THEN or those following the (optional )ELSE. 
ELSE and END must be written on separate lines, 
this is true of the other constructs as well. 
VAL-II contains another IF statement which is 
used as a conditional GOTO, its format 
IF <logical expression) GOTO (label>) 
• 1.B: 
These additions make programming more flexible and understandable. 
Coupled with the allowance of numeric expressions anywhere a value is needed, 
t_hey ptovide a much higher ]evel of program.ming capability. 
Although VAL-II uses an int.erpreter which checks each line as it is 
completed. But, before executing the program a.nd after editing is done, all 
structured statements are marked internal]y and gone over again to check that 
the syntax of .the entire data structure is complete and correct. If not, an error 
message is sent to the user and no further correction is done, even though there 
may be more structures to check which follow the point where the error 
occurred. 
2.6 COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 
I. As stated previously, we can see that VAL-II has added many 
communication features which upgrade it significantly from VAL. 
These include the Supervisory network interface, Real-Time Path 
Control feature, and co:mmunic:ation with various 1/0 ports which 
monitor analog as well as binary signals. This last type of 
communication is often done by Process Control programs. Process 
Control programs can run concurrently with the Robot Control 
programs. Robot Control programs are the programs that directly 
control the robot. However, Process Contro] programs cannot issue 
instructions that affect the robot motions, ( except · for BRAKE and 
ALTOUT instructions). These programs are intended as a means of 
monitoring and controlling external processes through the external 
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signal lines. Being run 
program, they communicate 
software bits. The Process 
percentage of the computer 
Control program. 
I 
concurrently with the Robot Control 
by means of shared variables and signal 
Control program is guaranteed a certain 
processing power available to the Robot 
2. VAL-II also allows MONITOR CO:MMAND programs which consist 
only of monitor commands. A method of incorporating program 
instructions into the program is by use of the DO-immediate-
command. All monitor program instructions are preceeded by the 
term "MC", and can only proceed in top-down fashion, i.e. no 
branching. These programs can be started by the comman·d 
CO:MMAND <programname> or automatically, and one monitor 
command program can call another, but there is no way to return to 
the initial command program .. 
3. VAL-II provjdes some system programs which can be invoked by the 
user in order to assess some .robot systern components or to modify 
them. No other programs can be running at these times. The 
programs might be used to replace robot calibration .parameters to 
correct the robot system-. 
4. V AL-Il has another important communications feature, which involves 
asynchronous processing. This provides the means by which a VAL-
II program can be continually monitored to pick up certain signals or 
error conditions. This surveillance is done through the REACT, 
REACTI, or REACTE instructions which allow a deviation from the 
normal program flow upon the existence of certain events which force 
branching to a subroutine invoked by the reaction parameter 
<programname>. The instructions above are defined as follows: 
a. REACT <signal>, <program>, {<.priority>} - priorities range 
from 1 to 127, with a higher priority given a higher number. 
The signal lin·e ·is constantly monitored to detect a change from 
off to on (or, on to off). If that event occurs, and if the 
current program priority is lower than the called program 
priority, then branching is made to the reaction program. If 
the priority of the current program .is equal to or higher than 
the called reaction program, then the reaction program is put in 
a wait queue until the priority of the current program has 
decreased to less than the REACT priority. Many reactions 
may be queued in t.his way. 
~ 
b. The REACTI command is similar except that when the reaction 
has occurred robot motion is stopped immediately (even when 
the reaction program does not have enough priority to be 
invoked immediately). 
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c. The REACTE { <prograrn >} instruction rnonitors any errors 
that occur during prograrn execution and, if an error does 
occur, it branches the program to the program named in the 
REACTE instruction. The main purpose of this feature is to 
provide a well-sequenced method of shutting down the system 
should an error occur. Jt is also possible to find out from a 
REA C1.,E just what error occurred. 
2.7 OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES 
Some other features of VAL-II which have made it much more appropriate 
and flexible as a robot programming language: 
l. VAL-II has incorporated the ability to perforrn procedural motion, 
i.e., to move along a path which is described rr1athernatically instead 
of ·plotted point by point on the teach pendant. 1"'he fo]lowing is an 
example of programming the robot to move along a circular path. 
Recall how we had to perform a similar task in VAL .. by defining 
each point we .needed manually. 
FOR angle= start TO last+ start STEP angle.step 
x =radius• COS(angle) + x.center 
y =radius• SIN(angle) + y.center 
MOVE cframe:TRANS(x,y,0~90,-90)0) 
END 
2. VAL-II has incorporated within itself many useful functions. These 
range from arithmetic functions such as SQRT, (square root 
function), to hardware functions such as HAND which gives the 
current hand opening in millimeters and ID which gives the robot 
rnodei and serial number, etc. 
3. The instruction DECOMPOSE <arrayname> [] =- <location> takes 
the components of a precision point (six joints- for a six degre·e of 
f reed·om robot) or a transformation (X, Y ,Z,O,A, T) and assigns them 
to an array element starting at index zero. 
4. The HERE instruction whic·h records the current robot location can 
be used in other commands to define the d·esired location, for 
example, 
SET PICK HERE:PART 
defines the transformation PICK as being equal to the transf orn1ation 
PART relative to the .current robot location. 
5. Motion instructions such as MOVE, MOVES, etc., are begun 
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immediately after the command is given, but continue through 
successive commands, i.e., program execution continues as soon as 
motion has begun. This is the feature, the parallel execution of the 
robot motion and the program, which makes possible the procedural 
motion described above. Although VAL-II uses continuous path 
motion - the robot moves smoothly from one location. to the next 
without stopping after each location is reached the BREAK 
instruction suspends program execution till the current destination for 
some motion has been reached and the robot has come to a complete 
stop. When hand control instructions are given, such as OPEN and 
CLOSE - these can be given a hand opening distance if a servo-
con trolled hand is installed - the hand is opened or closed the 
distance necessary during the execution of the next robot motion. If 
the hand must be opened or closed immediately, the OPEN I and 
CLOSEI instru.ctions are used (with a hand opening parameter if 
there is a servo-controlled hand). This has the effect of issuing a 
BREAK command inserting a time delay - which amount of time has 
been set by the system pararneter HAND.TIME - in order to allow 
the hand the necessary time to close or open to the desired distance. 
6. The change has been made in V ALII which now creates frames 
through the use of a frame function. The format is as follows: 
FRAME(<compound 1),(compound2>,<compound3),<compound4>) 
Returns a transformation value representing a reference 
frame described as follows: 
1. Its origin is at the point defined by (compound4). 
2. Its positive x axis is parallel to a line passing 
through the points defined by (compoundl) and 
(compound2>, in the direction from the first to the 
second. 
3. Its X-Y plane is parallel to a plane that contains 
the points defined by (compoundl),(compound2), and 
(compound3). 
4. Its positive Y direction is from the line, defined 
in item 2, toward the point defined by (compound3). 8 
At times when the word "transformation" is used, what is really 
meant is the newly transformed coordinate system frame. Therefore, 
the terms ·transformation and frame have in many respects become 
interchangeable. 
7. Due to the vast improvements in VAL-II and the many data 
structures now available, the return instruction has no parameters, 
but always returns prograr.n execution to the next step ()Jter that 
8[3] 
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from which the branching was called. 
8. The WAIT instruction npw accepts a general expression. If the 
WAIT instruction is issued, the program is put in a waiting loop 
until the expression becomes "true" (non-zero) . 
. 9. Process Control programs can be executed from within Robot Control 
programs using the monitor commands PCEXECUTE and PCEND as 
program instructions. Using SIGNAL and IFSIG instructions allows 
for interaction, influence, and communication between Process Control 
and Robot Control programs by means of the internal software 
signals. The RESET instruction is used to initialize all external 
output signals to "ofr'. The RUNSIG <signal> instruction is used 
to turn on the specified signal as long as program execution 
continues. This provides a useful way to turn off certain equipment 
in case some error has occurred which has stopped the program. 
10. VA·L-ll has added the monitor command 10 ,v-hich outputs on the 
terminal the status ( off - "0", on == "1 "·) of all external I/ 0 signals 
as well as the internal soft ware signals. 
11. VAL-II has several features, in addition to those mentioned 
previously, which are useful for debugging purposes. So.me of these 
use switches which may be .enabled when desired (using ENABLE, 
DISABLE as monitor commands or program instructions). The 
DRY.RUN switch allows programs to execute without any rob.at 
motions being done. This is a means to test the logic of the 
program or correct external communication without worrying about 
where the robot is moving. T~e TRACE switch is enabled when the 
user wishes to display each step before it is executed. TRACE may 
be used in conjunction with the XSTEP command which, like NEXT 
in VAL, provides single step execution. 
2.8 SUPERVISORY SYSTEM AND REAL-TIME PATH 
CONTROL 
Two very significant features have been added to VAL in VAL-II. They 
are the addition of a Supervisory System for communication and a method of 
Real~Time Path Control which provides the ability to adjust or correct robot 
motions "on the fly". These two features help make VAL a more responsive 
and realistic language. They take cognizance of the uniqueness of robot 
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.programming and the direction in which robot languages must proceed if they 
arc truly going to utilize the robot fully, while looking at it as another useful 
tool. Let us take a closer look at these two additions. 
2.8.1 SUPERVISORY SYSTEM 
Part 2 of the manual concerns VA·L-ll's ability to communicate with a 
• 
Supervisory System·. The interface with the Supervisor is provided by various 
logical units which will be discussed in more detail later. .First, we give some 
relevant definitions: 
Logical unit An abstract transmitter or recipient of messages. A logical 
unit may be a communication device or a program. 
Network An interconnection of dev.ices that communicate with one 
another by means of a common protocol. 
Communication A complete sequence of a message transmission followed by a 
message reception. 
Transmission The writing of an information record over the network to an 
external receiver. 
Reception The reading of an information record over the network from 
an external source. 9 
T·here are three levels of communication used to interface to VAL-II from 
the Supervisor. They enable the Supervisor to d-o the following: 
• issue 
commands as you would at the robot terminal, direct input and output to and 
from user programs, download -and upload user programs and data, and monitor 
the status of the robot system. 
1. The Bottom-Layer of the communications protocol communicates with 
the Middle-Layer by accepting transmission requests. It also 
communicates with the hardware level to make sure all message 
transmissions are erro.r free. 
2. The Middle-Layer protocol communicates with the Top-Layer protocol 
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in receiving input from the Top-Layer and transmitting output to the Top-Layer. Its function is to arrange the many different transmissions ,,it receives in order to output them over a serial communications line which connects VAL-II to the Supervisory System. So, messages sent through this single line for various tasks 
-such as user-program 1/0, monitor commands, status information, disk data bloc.ks - are mixed together and appear to be received or handled simultaneously. This allows the Supervisor to do many tasks 
"at the same time". 
The Middle-Layer also enforces handshaking procedures to insure the completion, to whatever extent ne~essary, before accepting another 
request. It really handles all th·e interfacing and. timing necessities to ens:ure a smooth running cornmunication. 
3. The Top-·Layer protocol handles several data types: monitor 
comma.nds and messages-, user-program I/0 which is d.irected to the tern1inal, disk ·commands and data transfers, and terse robot status inforrr1atidp. The last of these, the status of the robot, can be acquired independent of other robot activities. It is usually requested every few seconds from the Supervisor to insure the proper functioning of the robot and the network com·munications line. Upon such request, information, such as the following, is given: name of the main program currently executing, status flags, error code of last terminated user program, number of execution loops completed, current program execution state, etc .. 
4. Because the other emunerated data can be handled by the Supervisory System over the network communications line, several 
advantages occur. For example, using disk commands and data transfers over the network provides a way to input the results of off-line programming as well as requesting more storage capacity from the off-line storage. Monitor commands sent over the network are enhanced with additional capabilities which differentiate normal respon-ses from error messages. These are easily interpreted by the Supervisor. As an example of what can be done with a Supervisory System - you could direct monitor commands and disk operations to the Supervisor while having ·a user program prompt the operator with questions on the rob:ot terminal. 
Let us now discuss how ·communication with the Supervisory System is set 
up in order to see how interfacing between VAL-II and the Supervisor is 
handled. All con1munications with the Supervisory System must be initiated by 
VAL-II. The only exception to this is when the Supervisor is communicating 
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with the network manager (logical unit O}. 
Communications with the Supervisor is set up in two ways. There is the 
actual physical link ( the hardware which carries the messages) and the logical 
link (this refers to the logical separation of various types of data). The logical 
units as they are called, cover six different message categories. They provide a 
method of communication to and from the Supervisor. The six logical units 
are: 
LUN 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
re:fers to 
Network Manager 
Short Status Information 
Monitor Input And Output 
Monitor Asynchronous Output 
Program Terminal Input/Output 
Disk Input And Output 
For every message sent to the Supervisor from a logical unit {except for 
the abort function), a reply must be received from the Supervisor before another 
message from that unit can· be sent. 
Certain switches must be activated in order to enable certain units. The 
NETWORK and SUPERVISOR switches must be _enabled in order for VAL-II 
to communicate with the external port as o.pposed to the system terminal. And 
each logical unit number can be used to identify the t.ype of message. Since 
there is only one physical link, the various categories of messages must be 
identified, so, the system is divided up into "logical units". 
LUN 0 
LUN 1 
NETWORK MANAGER 
The network manager is the only logical unit that can have 
communications initiated by the Supervisory System. It is 
activated either to issue an. abort operation command which is 
in progress on another logical unit or to call the short status 
information L UN 1. 
SHORT STATUS INFORMATION 
This unit is activated as stated above by the command to the 
network qianager. It responds with information about the 
robot system status. The information given may contain the 
following data: MANUAL MODE, ARM POWER OFF, 
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LUN 2 
LUN 3 
LUN 4 
LUN 5 
' 
WAITING FOR. INPUT, ROBOT NOT CALIBRATED, the 
name of user program that is currently executing, etc .. 
MONITOR INPUT AND OUTPUT 
Logical unit 2 and 3 are closely related and require the 
SUPERVISOR switch to be enabled. Both units must be used 
in order to properly issue commands to VAL-II and to receive 
all monitor outputs. These two units therefore take the place 
of the system terminal. All mo·nitor commands are sent to 
VAL-II through this logical unit and all output is· directed to 
this logical unit. The following communications occur over the 
monitor 1/0 unit: 
ABORT 
READ DATA 
WRITE DATA 
VAL-II 
VAL-II 
VAL-II 
message 
cancels last transmission 
requests input from the Supervisor 
ouputs an error or information 
READ AFTER WRITE 
VAL-II outputs a message and asks for a 
reply, for example, the familiar VAL "Are 
you sure(Y /N)?" when changing a location. 
MONITOR ASYNCHRONOUS OUTPUT 
This unit is used by VAL-II to transmit monitor outputs 
during execution of user programs. These messages include 
program completed, program stopped at, program begun, 
HALT executed, PA USE executed, etc., as well as error 
messages. This logical unit is used to output those messages 
which result from hardware malfunctions. Logi~al unit 3· is 
the only reliable way to detect program initiation and 
termination as well as program error messages. It does the 
same for process control (PC) programs. 
PROGRAM TERMINAL INPUT AND OUTPUT 
This logical unit is enabled when the NETWORK and 
REMOTE.PIN switches are enabled. If this occurs then all 
requests for program input - for the PROMPTinstruction - and 
program output - PROMPT and TYPE instruction - are 
directed to the Supervisor through this logical unit. The 
following communications are possible: 
ABORT OUTSTANDING COivlMUNICATION 
VAL-II cancels the last transmission 
WRITE DATA VAL-II outputs a message 
READ AFTER WRITE 
Like WRITE DAT A, except that in addition 
a reply is requested. 
DISK INPUT AND OUTPUT 
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-DISK.NE'I' and NETWORK systern switches must b
e enabled. 
This logical unit takes care of the communication t
hat usually 
occurs between VAL-II and the floppy disk. The
 following 
communications may be performed: ABORT OUTS
TANDING 
COMMUNICATIONS, CLOSE A FILE OR DIR
ECTORY, 
OPEN A FILE OR DIRECTORY, OPEN A F
ILE FOR 
WRITING, OPEN DIRECTORY FOR READING, D
ELETE A 
FILE, COMPRESS THE DISK, FORMAT THE DI
SK, READ 
A BLOCK OF DATA, WRITE A BLOCK OF DA
TA, READ 
CHARACTERISTICS-describes amount of disk sp
ace used, 
total number of files, amount of space available. 
2.8.2 REAL-TIME PATH CONTROL 
We now look at the need and implementation of
 the Real-Time Path 
Control feature. The Supervisory System discussed 
above is useful in situations 
t_hat are not time-critical, i.e., where information pa
ssing between the robot and 
the Supervisor does not affect the current robot mo
tions. A different kind of 
interface is needed when information is used to affe
ct and alter robot motion 
while the robot is moving. This need is met by the
 implementation of a Real-
Time Path Control system, to which· the robot is int
erfaced. 
VAL-II provides two ways for the robot motion to be
 altered. One 
method uses an external computer w:hich monito
rs the significant sensory 
information that m_ight change the robot motion 
wl1ile the robot is moving. 
This method is called EXTERNAL ALTER. The o
ther method of affecting an, 
immediate change in the robot motion is by us
e of a second user-written 
program which runs concurrently with the ·robot cont
rol program. This is called 
INTERNAL ALTER. 
For instance, a process tontrol progralll might be m
onitoring a sensor and 
·upon receipt of certain information want to apply 
some correction to the robot 
location ( for a ro.bot currently in motion). By imbedding 
the AL TOUT 
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command in the proper place in the process control program these motion 
corrections can be ·directed, at once, to the robot control program and the. 
proper adjustment made to the robot location. 
It is important to note that both methods can only be used with straigl1t 
line motion and delays. Also, EXTERNAL ALTER monitoring is a useful way 
to keep track of the tool tip location even wh~n motion need not be changed. 
This is a useful debugging tool. 
·The basic command used. for Real-Time Path Control is the .ALTER 
command. The syntax is as follows: 
ALTER (<channel),(mode>,<subroutine),<priority),<data list>). 
We will go over some of the interesting features of this command. A 
channel parameter value of 0, ] , or 2 references EXTERNAL ALTER, while a 
value of -1 refers to INTERNAL ALTER.. The value of the mode parameter 
allows the user to chose various options by relevant mask values of t-he 
necessary bits. Some of the available options are World vs. Tool coordin9,tes, 
and cumulative vs. non-cumulative changes. 
Subroutines are used in EXTERNAL ALTER mode when exception 
conditions 
. 
arise, similar to the REACT command. This is a very useful 
programming tool as certain event occurrences, which might normally abort the 
program or stop robot motions, may be handled intellige_ntly by the insertion of 
the pro.per subroutine call. 
The priority ·parameter is linked to the subroutine pararneter in that the 
su brouti.ne called for by the ALTER command is compared, as to priority, with 
other subroutines cal.led by the given circumstance - such as those being invoked 
by a REACT command. Thus, the subroutine which is most critical will be 
executed. 
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INTERNAL ALTER, which is called by channel -1, is executed by means 
of the AL TOUT command. Instead of messages being sent to an external 
computer, as in EXTERNAL ALTER mode, the ALTOUT instruction is 
executed every 28 milliseconds, passing control data to the robot motion 
con troll er. 
The Real-Time Path Control feature adds a. lot of flexibility to robot 
programming ( even though the fe_ature ca.nnot be used with joint-interpolated 
motion). There is a great advantage to correcting robot motions "on the fly" 
instead of having to stop the robot motion- program and reprogram the robot. 
2.9 COMPARISON WITH VAL 
In comparing VAL to VAL-II _you can see the vast amount of added 
features found in VAL-II. Just looking at changes such as the values of 
variables - adding real, boolean, and array values - as well as the addition of 
much needed data structures, and allowing variable expressions in places where 
a numeric value is used, greatly upgrades the language from VAL. 
The other features incorporated, such as Supervisory communication, Real-
Time Path Control, procedural motion, and concurrent process control programs, 
have made the transition to using the unique ~dvantages of a robot system and 
incorporating these capabilities into the. robot programmin-g language. 
VAL-II monitors sensors and switches, internal and external communication 
lines, uses analog as well as binary signals, and can really make the robot 
function as a very useful tool which has been integrated into the general work 
environment. If so·phisticated vision· or tactile sensors are available VAL-II is 
ready to handle this kind of information. 
The fact that VAL-II uses an interpreter, which processes each line after 
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the "return", that it is now more modular, with respect to subroutines and 
parameter passing, as well as allowing local variables, a.nd that it can be 
extended by these means, is a positive step forward. However, for the 
experienced robot programmer the BASIC format is not as desirable as the 
ALGOL-like format of AL, which -we will discuss after showing an example of a 
VAL-II program. 
2.10 PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE IN VAL-II 
The application task is to load parts from a feeder into pallets on an 
indexing conveyor. The part locations in the pallets form a pattern of 
evenly-spaced rows and colu.mns. (Although the program should be 
more robust for a real application, it illustrates the use of several 
VAL-II features.) 
The program begins by activating the communication link to the 
Supervisory System. Next, all the binary output signals are turned off 
and names are as·sociated with the binary 1/0~ signals used by the 
program. 
The program requests the opera-tor to enter a code number· at the 
terminal to identify the type of pallet to be loaded. This provides a 
means for the same program to be used for different production runs 
requiring different types of pallets. The val~e entered by the operator 
is st_ored in the variable CODE, which is used to select the appropriate 
elements from arrays of data describing the pallets. The arrays 
describe the number of rows and columns of part positions (row.count 
and col.count), the row and column spacings ( r .space and c.space ), and 
the location in the robot reference frame of the first part position on 
the pallet (frame).. (These arrays must have been entered into the 
system previously.) 
A WHILE ... END structure forms the main processing cycle. It 
directs the program to continuously process pallets until an external 
signal (more.pallets) is turned off. For each pallet cycle, the program 
uses binary signals to activate the indexing conveyor (new .pallet) and 
to tell when a new pallet is in position (pallet.set). 
Nested FOR ... END loops are used to index through the rows and 
columns of the pallet. For each part, the next location in the pallet is 
calculated by shifting the reference location on the pallet by the 
appropriate rium·ber of row and column spacings. The subroutine 
move. part is called to direct the motion of the robot between the part 
feeder and· the calculated location. 
The subroutine receives the source and destination locations as 
arguments passed from the main program, and treats the data as local 
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variables. Thus, this same subroutine could be used by any other 
program which needs to have the robot move an object frorn one 
location to another. 
After all the pallets have been loaded, the program temporarily 
redirects terminal output to the Supervisory network. This permits the 
program to se·nd a performance report consisting of the robot identity, 
the number of pallets and parts processed, and the total processing 
time. The message has the following format: 
Robot xxx-xxx has completed xx pallets(xxxx parts 
loaded). 
Elapsed time was xx minutes. 
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PROGRAM PALLET 
;move parts from a part feeder 
;to pallets on an indexing 
;conveyor 
ENABLE NETWORK 
RESET 
;connect to the Supervisory interface 
;reset all the output ·signals 
;assign names to external signals 
new.pallet= 1 
more.pallets 1001 
pallet.set= 1002· 
;output signal to the conveyor 
;input signal from the conveyor 
;input signal from the conveyor 
;a~k the ope~ator for the type of pallet to be processed 
PROMPT "Enter code for type of pallet to be filled:", code 
count 0 
TIMER 1 o 
;initialize the pallet counter 
;reset the process timer 
WHILE SIG(more.pallets) ;process pallets until all are done 
SIGNAL new.pallet 
SIGNAL -new.pallet 
WAIT SIG(pallet.set) 
;feed the next pallet 
;turn off the pallet advance 
;wait for the pallet to be in place 
;for each pallet position: compute the location and move 
;a part to it 
FOR row= 0 TO row.count[code)-1 ;loop through all the rows 
FOR col= 0 TO col.cbtint[code]-1 ;and all the columns 
END 
SET put= SHIFT(frame[code] BY row*r.space[codeJ, 
col*c.space[code], 0) 
CALL move.part (get,put) ;follow a subroutine to move 
;the part 
END ;end of the "col" FOR loop 
;end of the "row" FOR loop 
count count+ 1 ;count the completed pallet 
;end of the WHILE loop END 
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; All pallets done--output performanc~ report to Supervisory 
; system 
ENABLE REMOTE.PIN ;direct output to the Supervisor 
TYPE /Cl,"Robot",ID(l),"-",ID(2),"has completed",/S 
TYPE count, "pallets (", count*row*col,"parts loaded)" 
TYPE "Elapsed time was", TIMER(l)/60, "minutes" 
DISABLE REMOTE.PIN 
DISABLE NETWORK 
STOP 
;direct output back to the terminal 
;disconnect from the Supervisor 
·; all done 
MOTION SUBROUTINE-move.part 
; SUBROUTINE move. part .-- PICK UP A PART AT pick 
; AND PUT IT DOWN AT place 
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' ; Calling sequence: CALL move.part (pick, place) 
ARG LOCATION pick,place 
LOCAL LOCATION pick,place 
;declare passed location parameters 
; to be local variables 
; Get a part from the source location 
APPRO pick, 30 
MOVES pick 
CLOSE! O 
DEPARTS 60 
;approach the part 
;move to the part 
;grasp the part 
;back off 
; Deposit the part at the destinatiori location 
APPRO place, 50 
MOVES place 
OPEN! 26 
DEPARTS 30 
RETURN 
;approach the final location 
;move to the location 
;release the part 
;back off 
10 ;return to calling program 
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Chapter 3 
AL 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
AL is a robotic programming language based on the ALGOL programming 
language. Updated versions are being done in orrini-P ASCAL. AL uses two 
PlJMA arms or two Stanford Scheinman .arms (the PUMA arms are called the 
green arm and the red arm, while the Scheinman arms - see figure 3-1 - are 
called the blue arm and the yelJow arm). The use of two arms can be thought 
of as an imitation of how humans might perform the given task. The AL 
system is intended mainly for batch manufacturing. Originally, AL used a 
world modelling system to simulate the program and calculate the intended 
trajectories. Due to the advances made in computers, the world mode11ing 
aspect has been eliminated and trajectories are calculated during runtime instead 
of compile time. 
X 
?; . 
Figure 3-1: Coordinate Frames for the Scheinman Arm 11 
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3.2 DATA TYPES 
The following data types are available in AL: SCALAR numbers, 
VECTOR, ROTATION, FRAME, TRANS, STRING, LABEL, and EVENT. 
All these data types can be used in array forms as well. In AL each variable 
must be declared before it is used, and it is known only within the code 
between the BEGIN-END statement in which it is declared. 
AL has incorporated the .idea of dimensioned variables which indicate that 
the variable is using certain units of measure. The already defined dimensions 
include:· TIME, ANGLE, DISTANCE, FORCE, TORQUE, VELOCITY, 
ANGULAR-VELOCITY, AND DIMENSIONLESS. When dimensioned variables 
are used they are multiplied by the appropriate reserved word which indicates 
the dimensional units being used .{ sec, inches, oz, deg etc.). 
For example, the declaration and use of variable t: 
TIME SCALAR t 
t = 2 * sec 
tells us that the variable t gives us a quantity of t seconds. 
Some other dimensioned scalar variables are DISTANCE SCALAR, 
FORCE SCALAR, and ANGLE SCALAR. Functions such as SIN and COS are 
used with sca]ars which have dimension of ANGLE and are assumed to have 
uni ts of DEG REES (the result, however, is dimensionless). 
AL allows new dimension types as well as new unit types to be declared 
by use of the DIMENSION and DEFINE statements, respectively. DEFINE is 
a macro statement which is used to create new units of measure not already 
available in AL. For example, DEFINE yard ~ <36 * inches>. AL does 
dirr1ension checking across assignment statements during compilation. 
AL has acknowledged the three dimensional wo·rld of robotics by defining 
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data types such as VECTOR, ROT, FRAME, and TRANS. The VECTOR is 
a quantity defined by its x, y, and z coordinates. VECTORs can be 
dimensioned like the SCALAR, for example, DISTANCE VECTOR, and have 
units like 
v - VECTOR(l,2,3) * inches 
or 
v - VECTOR(l*inches,2*inches,3*inches) 
- these are the same vector.. Some operations provided by AL on vectors are 
dot and cross product, as well as a function UNIT which gives the direction 
unit vector of the given vector. 
The R"OT represents an orientation or a rotation about an 
• 
axis. The 
function ROT takes two arguments - the vector which is the axis of rotation 
and the angle which designates the amount of rotation. Rotations, like vectors 
and scalars and all other data types in AL, must be declared. The axis of 
rotation may be gotten from the function AXIS, and it results in extracting the 
vector which is the axis of rotation. The angle may be gotten by enclosing the 
rotation in vertical bars. 
Frames, as in VAL, are coordinate systems which can be described by the 
position of the origin and the orientation of the axes. The position of the 
origin .is given by a vector. The position( vector) and orientation(rot) of a 
frame can be extracted using the functions POS and ORIENT, respectively. In 
addition, the WRT operation takes a vector in station coordinates and 
interprets it according to its position with respect to the new frame, 
There are several predeclared vectors and frames, as well as one 
predeclared rotation and transformat.ion in AL. The vectors xhat, yhat, zhat, 
and nilvect have the following valu.es: 
xhat - VECTOR(l,O,O) 
yhat = VECTOR(0,1,0) 
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zhe.t - VECTOR(0,0,1) 
nilvect - VECTOR(o,o,o). 
The rotation is the nilrot which is ROT(zhat, 0 * deg). The transformation is 
the niltrans - the null transformation - which is defined as TRANS(nilrot, 
nilvect ). STATION refers to the work station reference frame. Each of the 
four arms - blue, yellow, red, and green - have frames which refer to the 
position of that manipulator. They are named BARM, Y ARM, RARM, and 
GARM. In addition, each arm has a park or an at rest position associated 
with it and called BP ARK, YP ARK, RP ARK, and G'PARK. 
Frames ·may be affixed to one another by affixment operations, which are 
discussed below. Transforms are used to tranf orm frames and vectors from one 
coordinate system to another. A Transform involves a position and orientation, 
as with frames, and may be constructed using the function TRANS, or by using 
two frames, first rotating the axis to align it with the second frame ( this gives 
the. rotation part of the frame) then assigning the distance vector which takes 
one from the origin of the first frame to the origin of the second ( thus 
supplying the vector part of the transform). 
Frames and transforms have become somewhat intertwined a-nd redun.dant 
to the point where fut.ure versions of AL may merge these data types or define 
them more uniquely. Transforms, unlike frames, may not be affixed to one 
another, and usually describe some relation between frames. In fact, if a frame 
has been used where a transform is ex)>iected, AL interprets it as a transform 
from the ST A TION to the given frame. 
EVENT is the data type used for synchronization • 1n concurrent 
programming, and is not like SCALARs discussed above. EVENTs are initially 
assigned a value of zero and then can be decremented or incremented by the 
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WAIT and SIGNAL statements, which act on EV
ENTs and use them· as 
semaphores. Events must also be declared befor
e occurring in the program. 
AL also provides for v·ariables to have multiple v
alues by the use of 
arrays. Arrays in AL can have the various
 data types described above, 
• 1.e., 
SCALAR, FRAME, etc., and can be multidi
mensional. Dimensions. of the 
arrays can be given by variable expressions as in
 VAL-II. 
3.3 BLOCK STRUCTURE AND CONTROL 
A major difference in AL as compared to VAL is the block 
structure of 
the language, which is similar to AI.JGOL. Bet
ween the reserved words BEG JN· 
and END identi.fiers are declared and staten1ent(s) writt
en. Blocks may be 
nested within one another with variables taking
 their identity from their closest 
declaration. So, variables can be local or glob
al. Corresponding BEGIN and 
ENDs may be given names to facilitate the identi
fication of the nested levels 
and make the program easier to read. 
Two other very important features that' make 
AL a much more readable 
and easy to follow language are its control struc
tures and procedures. 
IF .. THEN .. ELSE, 
FOR .. STEP ... UNTIL .. DO, WHILE .. DO, CASE .. O
F, and DO .. UNTIL. 
The control structures available 
• 
Ill AL are: 
Procedures are used extensively in AL to pro
vide expandability to the. 
' 
language, as well as to provide the capabilities 
of subroutines and functions. If 
the procedure is used as a function, i.e .. , a value
 is being returned to the calling 
program, the procedure has a type declaration 
proceeding it (e.g. DISTANCE 
SCAl.1AR PROCEDlJRE) and a RETURN ( value) statement
 inside the procedure. 
As in PASCAL, variables .passed can have 
their values rr1odified by the 
procedure, and procedures can be either iterative
 or recursive. 
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All these features make AL a high level language which has the readability 
and easier programmability of English-like text. VA.L--11, although a major step 
• 
above VAL, still lacks the smooth flow to get it to a high level structure and 
still relies on BASIC-like one word commands and GOTOS. 
3.4 CONCURRENCY 
Another improvement to the robot programming language AL, as compared 
with VAL-II, is the use of concurrent programming. The SIGNAL and WAIT 
statements use EVENT semaphores to provide synchronization for resource 
sharing. 
In addition, "simultaneous" movement of tw.o arms is made possible by the 
concurrent programming statements COBEG]N and COEND. 
COBEGIN .. COEND block .statements are executed simultaneously. 
programmer and not AL, must take: care of c.ollision avoidance. 
3.5 CONDITION MONITORING 
Within the 
But the 
An essential attribute of a useful robot programming language. is that it 
takes into account the robot work environment. There are many devices that 
must interact, signal each other, synchronize their opera~ion, and be 
programmed for recovery routines. The parallel programming features, combined 
with synch·ronization of events and ,condition monitoring, seem to be at the 
threshold of these necessary developments. 
Condition monitoring involves sensing occurrences of forces (assuming force 
sensing wrists have been mounted on the arms) along a specifi_ed axis, to check 
if they have gone above, or below, an indicated magnitude .. If only the 
magnitude is monitored, the torque can be sensed. The clause- is as follows: 
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ON <condition> DO <action>, 
but can also specify along or about what axis, of what frame, and in what 
coordinate system the condition is beging monitored. 
This statement can also be used to monitor duration (ON DURATION > 
n * seconds DO <action>), events (ON <event> etc.), and boolean conditions 
(if the boolean -expression yields a value of "true", the action is done). The 
action takes place if event has been signalled, and the action for ON 
DURATION occurs n seconds after robot motion was started. 
The ON statements are modifying clauses which are used with motion 
statements. An ON .ERROR =--= <n> DO <statement> provides a way to 
recover from errors which may abort the motion. A RETRY command may be 
part of <statement>~ Unlike the other conditions, E.RROR conditions are 
checked after, -not during, the motion. 
3.6 MOTION 
AL has used a d.ifferent approach to motion statements by using only one 
basic motion statement and having a variety of conditions which may be 
appended to the basic .motion statement. Its basic form is as follows: 
MOVE<controllable frame> TO<dest> <modifying clauses>. 
In VAL, you had to learn different motion statements for different 
r 
motions. The basic AL motion statement is MOVE .. TO .. . This statement 
can be augmented by various constraints. 
You might want the m.otion to pass throug-h intermediate values on 
approaching or departing the desired destination. To do this you would insert 
a WITH APPROACH location and WITl1 DEPARTURE location 
statements after the MOVE statement. . In case you want the arm to move 
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through specific frames, or, if you might need to program some collision 
avoidance, the VIA statement can. be used. (See fig.3-2). 
STARTING 
POINT 
__.-- /TOOL TRAJECTORY 
,,-' ....-. , WITHOUT VIA POINT 
/" ' 
/ ' I VIA \ 
----._!DINT ~ 
-------~STOPPING 
POINT 
~--- TOOL TRAJECTORY 
MANIPULATOR 
(TOP VIEW) 
WITH VIA POINT 
Figure 3-2: Using VIA Points to Speed Motions or Avoid Collision12 
Other common specifications for motion statements are WITH FORCE, 
etc. and WITH TORQUE, etc., which are used to apply constant forces and 
torques during motion, and WITH STIFFNESS, etc., which gives measures of 
compliance for the X, Y, and Z translations, as well as the amount of 
compliance ( or stiffness) for the three rotation directions. 
AL has three commands which involve the motion of the fingers of the 
hand: OPEN <hand>TO<sval>, CLOSE<hand>TO<sval>, and 
CENTER<arm>. Assuming a servoed hand is used, the first two commands 
will open or close the hand the distance given as its argument <sval>. OPEN 
and CLOSE use only the fingers and may result in moving the object if the 
hand is not symmetri_ca]ly placed around it, or may exert great force on a rigid 
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object and have to abo·r.t the motion. Th
is is why the CENTER comman
d has 
been added. The fingers will c
lose around the object .till both tactile s
ensors 
have made contact. However, if 
one of the fingers contacts the 
object ahead of 
the other, then the arm will cen
ter itself so that the object is not pushed.
 
3. 7 AFFIXMENT 
One of the unique qualities of
 AL is using. the concept of 
affixement. 
This is the major distinction between f
rames and transes. Frames ca
n be 
affixed to one another. Affixm
ent commands are provided to 
indicate what 
frames shal1 be affixed to other
 frames. Frames can be affixe
d to more than 
one frame, and affixments m-ay 
be link·ed to one another~ The 
terms RlGIDL Y 
and· NONRJGIDLY are used to i
ndicate that the objects are joined toge
ther 
physically (and symmetrically) or that 
they are merely resting on one 
another, 
respectively. 
In the case of RIGID affixment, whe
n either frame moves, the other
 frame 
moves with it. Since the two 
frames are linked together physi
cally, AL makes 
sure that the ~.original relationshi
p between the frames is always 
maintained. 
In NONRIGID affixment, when the 
frame .onto which the object has been 
affixed moves, the object also moves. H
owever, if the object itself is moved, 
the frame does not move, but t
he relationship between them ha
s changed, and 
the transformation between the f
rames is recomputed. 
You might think of a cup and 
saucer. If you affix the frame in
dicating 
the cup to the saucer, you may
 remove the cup without movin
g the saucer in 
NONRIGID affixment. However, i
f the cup if affixed to th.e sauc
er, by gluing 
it to the saucer, i.e., RIGID affix
ment, then when the cup move
s the saucer 
moves with it, and vice versa. 
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An especially irnportant aspect of affixment is when object frames are 
affixed to the robot arm. The programmer can now think of the movement of 
the object and let AL do the work of moving the arm. The AFFIX statement 
gives AL the information that arm motions will now affect the location of the 
affixed object. D.uring programming the user can write statements like: MOVE 
object tothislocation instead of writing MOVE BARM tothislocation. This is 
much easier to follow and understand, especially if there are many such 
statements in a program. 
The general form of the affixment statement is: 
AFFIX frarnel TO frame2 RIGIDLY /NONRIGIDLY. 
What this expression does is create a transformation from frame2 to. framel. 
3.8 POINTY 
The above discussion :of affixment of frames leads to the topic of object 
modelling. This task, which is very difficult to create, is done in AL by use of 
the interactive POINTY system. POINTY constructs the world model of the 
object from descip.tions given interactively, an.cl is also used tq debug the 
program. In order to generate the affixment structure properly, the operator 
gives information about the features of the object, as well as the relationships in 
its en'vironment, to the system, and POINTY takes care of the necessary 
bookkeeping. POINTY is able to read arm positions, thus allowing it to define 
points of interest on the object. Also, POINTY is able execute AL statements, 
i.e., it has an interpreter, which enables the user to try out some motion 
staterr1ents a-nd see, immediately, if they work as expected. POINTY has been 
upgraded to include most of the Al-' control and block structures, as well as its 
runtime system. So, AL uses POINTY to program by teaching with an 
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interactive system and a manual pointer, which is used to define and read 
locations on the obj"ects and give this information to the program. The pointer, 
which is affixed to the arm, can be imaginary, as far as POINTY is concerned. 
Programs can be created piece by piece and saved, so that ultimately the entire 
program has bee.n created using this interactive system . 
... 
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3.9 PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE IN AL 
PROGRAM PALLET 
BEGIN "PALLET" 
{The following is the AL version of the VAL} 
{palletizing program done before. Recall } 
{that the pallet A is 2 columns by 6 rows, } 
{with 50mm between columns and 32mm between} 
{rows. Pall~t Bis 3 columns by 4 rows and} 
{has 40mm between columns and 36mm between } 
{rows. The blue arm, be.rm, is used here. } 
SCALAR colA, colB, maxcolA, maxcolB, count, full, 
finished; 
DISTANCE TRANS pick, place, startA, startB, safe; 
{startA, startB, and safe are taught loca-tions} 
FRAME palletA, palletB·; 
co IA +-- 1 . 
' 
colB +- 1 . 
' 
maxcolA +-
maxcolB +-
count +- 0 · ,
f u I. I -· 12·· . ,
2· 
' 
4. 
' 
f i n i s he d +--c- .( co u n t :;: f u I I ) ; 
pick +--- startA; 
p I ace +-- sta rtB; 
pa 1· 1etA +- FRAME(ROT(ni I rot), 10 • yhat • inches); 
pa I ·I etB +- FRAME (ROT (n i I rot), -5 • yhat • inches); 
DEFINE mm= (0.0254 • inches]; 
SLOW; 
OPEN bhand TO 3 • inches; 
MOVE barm TO safe; 
{The symbo· I +-- is used for assignment.} 
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PROCEDURE adjust I ocat ion (REFERENCE TRANS I ocat ion, 
REFERENCE SCALAR co I , SCALAR a __ pa I let) ; 
BEGIN "adjustlocation" 
IF a_pa I I et THEN 
BEGIN 
IF col= maxcolA THEN 
BEGIN 
col t-- 1; 
I ocat ion - I ocat ion + (-32 • xhat • mm, -50 • yhat • mm, 0) ;_ 
END; 
ELSE {not in I ast co I umn of pa I I et A} 
END; 
BEGIN 
co I - co I + 1.•· ,
Io cat i on - I o cat i on + ( 0 , 5 0 • y hat • mm , 0) ; 
END; 
ELSE {place location on pal let B adjusted} 
BEGIN 
IF co I = maxco I B THEN 
BEGIN 
co I - 1; 
I ocat ion +-- I o·cat ion + (35 • xhat • mm, 80 • yhat • mm, 0); 
ENO; 
ELSE 
END; 
BEGIN 
co I - co I + 1; 
.I ocat ion - I ocat ion-+ (0, -40 • yhat • mm, 0); 
END· 
. , 
END "adjustlocation"; 
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PROCEDURE picknplacepart(REFERENCE SCALAR kount,Acol,Bcol, 
REFERENCE TRANS pickA,placeB); 
BEGIN "picknplacepart" 
SCALAR first; 
first - TRUE; 
kount - kount + l; 
MOVE ba rm TO pi ck A 
WITH APPROACH = 50 • zhat • mm; 
CENTER barm; 
MOVE barm TO placeB 
VIA safe; 
WITH APPROACH = 80 * zhat • mm; 
OPEN barm TO 3 * inches; 
MOVE barm TO safe 
WITH DEPARTURE= -50 • zhat * mm; 
IF kount <> 12 THEN 
BEGIN 
pi ck A ~- adjust I ocat ion (pi ck A, Aco I , first) ; 
p I aceB - adjust I ocat ion (p I aceB, Bco I , NOTf i rst) ; 
END; 
END "picknplacepart"; 
WHILE NOT finished DO 
BEGIN 
picknplacepart(count,colA, cofB, pick, place); 
{count and co I . numbers incremented here} 
END; 
pick ~ startA; 
p I ace - startB; 
end "PALLET"; 
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CONCLUSION 
A word should be said as to the advantage to mankind in using robots 
(perhaps we should call them ~thinking too]s"). They certainly do eliminate, or 
at least alleviate, the burden of danger to humans from toxic chemicals, heat, 
cold, radiation, and generally hazarqous wot king cond_itions. They, also, relieve 
humans of the drudgery and monotony of assembly .line tasks. In addition, in a 
well-integrated manufacturing system the automated workers can be used almost 
twenty-four hours a day. 
It would be difficult to ignore the impact that computers and robots have 
brought to society during the last quarter century. Perhaps the ultimate 
verdict about their contribution to civilization· will rest upon the acceptance and 
ease of use with which humans encounter the robots. We certainly want to 
avoid the potential danger - often portrayed in films - of having the robot rule 
us, or a few capable programmers enslaving the rest of humanity! 
Barring these events, we can see there is still much to conquer in robot 
programming languages. The vast improvement between VAL and VAL-ll,. 
which was greatly "influenced by the progress at Stanford with AL, indicates the 
leaps taken in robot programming and, even more, in how we are looking at 
robots and what their function should be. 
At present, the effort by IBM to create the next generation robot language 
prototype, a task-oriented language called AUTOP ASS, seems to be what is in 
store for us in the near future. A UTOP ASS shields the user from its complex 
world modelling system data base, which represents the assembly world of the 
robot work environment in terms of the geometry (e.g. location of a fixture), 
r: I 
the physical· information (the relationsllips among ~,bjects), and the attach.ment 
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relationships, between objects (e.g. affixment of one object to
 another). It allows 
the user to make English-like statements, as s
hown below, 
PLACE bracket IN /'ixture 
SUCH THAT bracket.bottom 
CONTACTS car-rel-tab-nut.top 
AND bracket.hole 
IS ALIGNED WITH fixture.nest. 13 
Autopass would like to have the user enter th
e first part of the statement 
and, if the system needs more information to 
carry out the command correctly, 
it will prorr1pt the user for additional input. 
It also has a collision detector 
module which is. used to 
. improve trajectories . Although not available 
commercially, Autopass is the only truly t
ask-oriented language currently in 
existence. 
The future of robots and robot programming
 .languages is very exciting. 
There have been great advances made in the
 last ten years in this field, and 
even greater changes during the last five yea
rs. I expect that this trend will 
continue, and that this new technology will b
ring us long-awaited achievements 
in fields ranging from manufacturing to med
icine. So, even if robots finally 
program themselves, the benefits will be delive
red to their human counterparts. 
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